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Photo: Antarctic Beech Beauties on the Tullawallal Track, Binna Burra, Lamington NP. 
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I would be honoured to have you as my guest on retreat to listen deeply to the 
Gondwana World Heritage Rainforest at Lamington National Park. 
Extraordinary transformation has occurred over millennia in this sacred area. 
The chance to sit and walk quietly and feel the depth of this transformation 
can be life changing. 
 
Guided by Mother Nature I have crafted a simple way for my guests on retreat 
to deepen their unique connection to the natural world and thus deepen their 
connection to their own true nature. Deep Listening to Nature retreats has 
been extremely well received by guests since conception in 2017. All report 
feeling a renewed intimacy with Nature, markedly more relaxed and at peace 
& reunited with their inner joy and purpose in life. 
 
The Spirit of Binna Burra has taught me an exceptional amount about the true 
nature of living, giving and receiving and how the power of love binds all of life 
to one another. I look forward to the opportunity to listen deeply with you…. 
 

 
Photo by Iris: Rainbow touching Turtle Rock, ceremonial site of the Yugambeh. 
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Photo: Iris inside the base of a Giant brush box, Coomera circuit, Binna Burra. 
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“Be kind to every living thing. 
We all have an important purpose, 

   We all are a part of Mother Earth.”  
 
Please read the following information before confirming your place on 
retreat. Upon confirmation a detailed list of what to bring will be forwarded. 
 
DLTN RETREAT ACCOMODATION 
Guest’s accommodation is cosy ‘glamping style’ in the on-site Safari tents set 
high on a plateau yet uniquely nestled within the Rainforest of Lamington 
National Park. 1069 Binna Burra Road, Beechmont. (It is also possible for 
guests to bring their own camping gear to Binna Burra. For those who would 
like not to camp, future retreats will be in the new Lodge. Price on enquiry). 
 
DLTN RETREAT DATE 
Deep Listening to Binna Burra begins at 2pm on the first Monday in August and 
October yearly and completes on the Wednesday at 1pm. 
 
DLTN RETREAT COST 
Deep Listening to Binna Burra retreat cost is $300 per person in a spacious 
shared room in Safari tent, or $400 in a single onsite Safari tent. ($630 for a 
couple in private Safari tent.) All with magnificent views of the Numinbah 
Valley below, private veranda, power and fire pit.  
 
Price also includes 2 delicious fire-cooked meals, tea & coffee and two days of 
uniquely guided, gentle mindful walks in the spectacular Rainforest. The price 
does not include travel to or from the venue, your morning and day-time food 
needs or bed linen. 
 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
A moderate degree of mental and physical fitness is required to participate on 
this retreat. Please be self-reflective on your capacity to camp in cold or hot 
weather, be in the Rainforest for up to seven hours and brave changes in 
weather, insects, ticks and leeches and the possibilities of encountering, 
snakes. Risks will be communicated and monitored with care and experience 
to minimalise their potential impact on guests. 
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“I am the sunlight filtering through the tree. 

The sunlight filtering through the tree, is me.” 
 

 
Photo by Iris: Afternoon sunlight glowing through a Strangler fig on the Rainforest track. 
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TO SECURE YOUR PLACE ON THIS RETREAT, PLEASE TRANSFER PAYMENT TO 
(Payment plans are available.) 

ACCOUNT NAME: H.Nunn 

ACCOUNT BSB: 728728 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 22303350. 

(Credit Card payment over the phone is also available.) 
 
Thank-you again for your interest in being a part of this unforgettably beautiful 
experience. You can ring me on 0417937720 at any time if you have any 
further questions or you can find further information about the retreat and my 
experience and qualifications as a Nature Guide, Aromatherapist, Mother, 
Environmental Activist by visiting my website, or by reading my autobiography 
‘Climbing the World’s Tallest Tree’ 
 
With love  
& respect. 
G U R U M A H 
Iris X 
 

“Everything is already created perfectly, 
We just have to become a part of it.” 

Uncle Bob Randall 
Past Senior Elder of Uluru  

 
MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE VENUE & THE NATIONAL PARK CLICK 
https://www.binnaburralodge.com.au/lamington-national-park/ 

 
 

 
I acknowledge that Binna Burra is sacred to the Yugambeh. I pay respect to the Yugambeh. 

I acknowledge that I live, work and play on land belonging to First Nations People.  
I pay my respects to Aboriginal Elders past, present and emerging and their Law,  

customs and Creation Spirits.  
I acknowledge the fact that sovereignty was never ceded  

and first in time will always be best at Law.  
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Happy guests having learnt the art of listening deeply to Nature Binna Burra in 2019. 

 
 

‘Iris is an engaging, fascinating and intuitive guide. 
The practice helped me connect with the land, spirit and me. 

Simple, profound insights came.’ 
Samantha Bell, 2021 DLTN Retreat 

 
 

“Thank-you Iris. You gave me such a deep experience  
and so many new learnings.  

You have such a beautiful gift –  
and are a gift to any wanting to learn.” 

Sue Macklin, 2022 DLTN Retreat 
 

More reviews on website. 
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‘I am Water 
Water is me.’ 
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